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Flu impact worse
than past years
several cases in White County
have led to hospitalization.
According to the Centers
"The elderly are the main
for Disease Control and Pre- ones that get hit hard," Adams
vention, flu infections resulting said. "We are having a lot of
in illnesses, hospitalizations children test positive for the
and deaths are at elevated flu, but we haven't had any
levels throughout the country. children in the hospital yet."
Symptoms of the flu inThis season, the Arkansas
Department of Health has clude headache, body aches
reported 23 deaths, 17 occur- and fever above 100 degrees.
ring in patients 65 and older. Although the flu can last for
The increase in the number nearly a week, McCarty said
of cases and the severity of an early trip to the doctor
the flu this season is due to and an antiviral like Tamiflu
a mutation of the H3N2 can lessen the severity of the
strain that began after this illness.
year's vaccination was already
"Most of the time when
developed. According to you get the flu it hits you like
Director of Student Health a ton of bricks," McCarty
GRANT SCHOL I The Bison
Services Lynn McCarty, the said. "lfit does happen, if the
NEEDTOBREATHE will be back to perform at Harding on April 18 at 7 p.m. in the Benson Auditorium. current vaccination includes student comes over we can
The band last came to Harding in April 2012. Tickets go on sale on Feb. 3 for CAB Pass holders and on the H3N2 strain.
try to get them into a doctor
Feb. 4 for all other students and the general public.
"The problem is that influ- very quickly and hopefully get
enza or that type ofvirus can them on the road to recovery
be very tricky," McCarty said. more swiftly."
With the official flu season
"It can morph into a little bit
of a different bug than the one continuing through March,
States, the world market is bubbling potential for a state, but the unpredictBy Zach Burgan
they were initially aware of." McCarty and Adams encourage
Beat Reporter
over with oil. Moreover, the Middle ability of the economy can send even
Sophomore Breanna Scott students to take preventative
Gas prices have plunged in recent Eastern oil monopoly, the Organization the biggest monopolies running for
said that she and her mother measures such as hand washweeks, and many around the country of the Petroleum Exporting Countries the hills. Thousands of employees have
both got the flu shot this year, ing, avoiding touching hands
are continuing to enjoy record lows well (OPEC), has refused to decrease its rate already been let go on account of the
but her mother still got sick. to the mouth and face and
still-plummeting gas prices, and more
into 2015. According to GasBuddy, an of oil production.
"It's never really 100 percent getting vaccinated.
Now, the market is drowning in oil, layoffs are expected.
online service and app that analyzes gas
"If you haven't already
effective, but I'll probably
Fonville said he remains hopeful for
prices, the state average for Arkansas is and, as basic economics demands, the
end up continuing to get the gotten your flu shot, even
leveling out at just under $2 per gallon. price ofgas has been driven to the lowest his home state, comparing the process
flu shot unless I have a bad though it is not as effective
to pruning a tree.
The cause of the drop in oil prices average cost since 2009.
experience with it," Scott said. at preventing it, it is still good
"It's a reciprocal system," Fonville
This shift in prices could not be better
is too much supply, too little demand.
McCarty said instances of to get," Adams said. "If you
said. "Those jobs are going somewhere
With an increase in oil production and a for freshman Pierce Fonville.
the flu on campus have been catch the flu after you've had
"I saved around $25," Fonville said else, hopefully in America."
boom in shale fracking across the United
sparse and have occurred be- the shot, it will usually be a
regarding his trip to Harding from Fort
Phil Flynn, a senior energy analyst
fore the winter break. White milder case."
Worth, Texas.
at Fox News, disagreed. He referred to
County Medical Center
F1u vaccinations are available
According to Diane S~onk, the shief the .dropping cost as. a "p!ice shock" that
- Infection Control Specialist at doctors' offices and drug
economist at Mesirow Fmancial,America's can "do real damage to the economy."
Mary Lou Adams said that stores such as Walgreens.
population as a whole is projected to save Should OPEC's intentional continuation
IMQRUt PRICE lDR RESUlRR GllS IR Ul billions of dollars in 2015 on account of of oil production go on for too long, oil
cheap gas. Swank also said in the Mesirow production in the U.S. could come to all
blog, "low prices at the gas pump have but a stand still, and more jobs could be
OtAlllS FROM Tllf F1 UIN ARKANSAS HUS SE,\SON
been a lifeline when wages have fallen lost. Thus, OPEC can regain its former
totalitarian control over the oil market.
short for too many households."
However, the benefits of the masses Flynn referred to cheap gas as a good
come at the cost ofthe few. The economy thing only if the prices are a result of
surrounding the oil industry has taken American growth and stability in the
LAST
a financial beating because of the dip economy. However, he said "when cartels
FLU
SEASON
in value. The solution to the shortage move to actively manipulate prices to try
of money means limiting the budget, to force competitors out of business and
PEDIATRIC DEATHS
and limiting the budget can lead to dump oil into an oversupplied market it
IN
THE U.S. CAUSED
causes undue strain and a shock to the
downsizing.
BY rnE FLU
ARKANSAS FLU DEATHS BY AGE
According to KERA News, this spells economic system."
GasBuddy estimates that each house- SOURCES: WWW.ARKANSASONLINE.COM &THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION
bad news for Texas. Being one of the
GRAPHIC BY CINA CATIEAU
will save an average of$750 this year.
hold
the
country
has
largest
oil
producers
in
Sour<:Q: www.gasbuddy.com, www.e11.1.gov
By Shelby Dias

Student Writer

Gas prices still under $2
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Hundreds of rehearsals just to be 'Famous for Fifteen'
Spring Sing practices in full swing
By Kristina Kiser
Student Writer
Students have a chance to be
"Famous for Fifteen" during this
year's Spring Sing production.
Rehearsals have begun for club
shows and for the auditioned roles
for the April show.
·One of the professors who plays
a critical role in the production
is Cindee Stockstill, producer of
theatre. Stockstill has worked with
the theatre department and the
production of Spring Sing for 21
years, giving her experience with a
wide variety of Spring Sing themes
leading up to this year's "Famous
for Fifteen."
"Spring Sing 2015 explores
the desire for fame and fortune,
and the fleeting nature of notoriety," Stockstill said. "The show
will examine the real meaning of
being famous. Fame matters most
when we are honored for meaningful
achievement and service with the
glory being given to God."

Stockstill said she believes every
student on stage wants the chance to
have his or her 15 minutes of fame
and are willing to work hard for it.
There are many different groups
that contribute to Spring Sing every
year. Apart from the social clubs,
one of the important groups of
people involved with Spring Sing
are the students who are chosen to
perform throughout the entire show:
the hosts and hostesses, ensemble
members, vocalists and jazz band.
Regina member, junior Janna
Mix, will perform as an onstage
vocalist and with her social club.
She said she is excited about the
wide range of performances.
"There is going to be a huge spread
of music and costumes,"Mix said.
"From hippies, to pregnant ladies,
to Jedis and spies, throw in some
wizards and oompa loompas and
you've got yourself a 'Clue' of what
Spring Sing is going to look like."
Senior Brandtly Wheeler will
perform as a member of the en-

LINDA FERELLE

I The Bison

Senior Michael Crockett and sophomore Kaitlin Belitz lead Spring Sing rehearsal on Jan. 20.
The show, themed around the board game Clue, includes women's social clubs Sigma Phi
Mu and Regina and men's social club Chi Sigma Alpha.
know people who I may not have
semble for his fourth year of Spring the first time.
"I love being involved with gotten the chance to know before,"
Sing. Wheeler has participated in
various club shows as a friend in Spring Sing, but what I think Wheeler said.
Spring Sing is April 2-4 at 7
the past, but will be taking the always keeps me coming back is
stage as an ensemble member for the chance to get to meet and really p.m. and at 2 p.m. on April 4.

Appreciating music,
page 3A

Injured Senior returns
to school, page 2A

New opinions section
editor Hunter Beck
shares why music is so
important to him.

Zack Roehl is back in the
nursing program after
recovering from an almost
deadly accident.
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Faulkner selects
Harding f acuity
as next president
years ago and was impressed
from the moment they met.
Features Editor
After
Williams was selected
OnJan.16, a senior facfor
the
presidency, Carr
ulty employee at Harding
wrote
the
chairman of the
accept ed an offer to serve
board
at
Faulkner
and said
as President of Faulkner
he
has
always
apprecia'ted
University in Montgomery,
Ala. Dr. Mike Williams, vice Williams' integrity and that
president for advancement, he would be remembered as
will succeed Dr. Billy Hilyer one of the kindest men he
as the eighth president of had ever met.
"I will miss Mike and
Faulkner on June 1, 2015.
the
many lengthy converWilliams has worked at
Harding for 28 years as assis- sations we've had about
tant director of admissions, higher education over the
director of admissions and last two decades, and about
finally as vice president for Harding - her past, present
advancement, a program that and future," Carr said.
Williams said that some of
leads efforts to raise funds
for scholarships, endowments his most cherished memories
from his tenure at Harding
and charitable giving.
Williams said that he have come from interactions
was not on the job market, with students.
"I remember Anya, a
but was nominated for the
presidency by several indi- young woman from St. Petersburg, Russia,"Williams
viduals at Faulkner.
"(Harding) is home,"Wil- said. "She was sitting at our
liams said. "To say that (this kitchen table one day, and
change) somehow represents she wanted me to teach her
any kind of dissatisfaction how to pray for the first
couldn't be further from time. I remember Sabrina
the truth."
from Central America, who
Williams said that when came to my home Bible study
he thinks about the influence and asked me to baptize
a Christian university has her. How can you ever put
had on his own life, he is a price tag on these kinds
humbled to be entrusted of experiences?"
Williams said that, ifhe
with the opportunity to have
a similar influence on others. could leave a message behind
Williams said that one of for Harding posterity, h e
the things he remembers would encourage everyone to
George W . Bush saying drink deeply from the wealth
when he visited Harding of opportunity surrounding
in April 2010 was "Nothing each one of us.
"If you're not careful, you
really prepared me for the
presidency, but I j ust have might just walk away from
this place and never know
to remember who I am."
what's
really here,"Williams
"I can say that my experiences here at Harding have said. "Change is a part of
prepared me well for this life. It's exciting and there
transition," Williams said. are more opportunities out
Vice President Jim Carr there, but it also makes you
said h e met Williams 27 appreciate what you have."
By Joshua Johnson

LINDA FERELLE I The Bison
Senior Zack Roehl (center) spends time on the front lawn with seniors Christopher Jackson, Greg Chambers, Sarah Herr, Addie Hayes, Kaitlin Plachy and Seth Watkins. Roehl registered for the spring 2015
semester after recovering from his ATV accident on June 24, 2014.

Zack Roehl continues
recovery on campus
By Jonna Hopper
Student Writer

Senior Zack Roehl is back
on campus after an eightmonth recovery from an ATV
accident that happened June
24,2014 on the ranch where
he was working.
Roehl is getting back on
track to finish his degree in
nursing. He said he is looking
forward to being active in
men's social club Pi Kappa
Epsilon and getting back
into activities at Harding. It
is not all easy, though.
"It's been eight months
since I've thought about
anything nursing," Roehl
said. "I was a patient for a

long time but just being a
nursing student I h aven't
thought about a lot of this
stuff in eight months since
last spring."
T he lasting effects from
the accident include damaged nerves in his right eye.
He currently h as double
vision and wears an eye
patch. He also has hearing
loss in his right ear that
the doctors think may be
permanent and less feeling
in his left foot.
"There's not a whole lot of
physical effects left," Roehl
said. "Compared to where I
was, that's not a whole lot to
deal with."

The vehicle he was driving
flipped one and a half times
before coming to a stop beside
the road. He was transported
by helicopter to the hospital
where he was not expected to
live. Roehl was in the ICU for
21 days following the accident.
His family was told it would
be a two year recovery, but he
has made a near complete
recovery in less than eight
months. He was on a feeding
tube for six months and had
to attend physical therapy
to re-learn how to swallow.
Roehl said his perspective
has changed on nursing after
being a patient for an extended
period of time.

"I haven't started clinicals
yet, but this past spring I
had patients that were in a
feeding tube and trach," Roehl
said. "IfI have clinicals this
semester, I can really relate
so much better because that
was the worst part of the
accident."
His mother, Nancy Roehl
said her son has been looking forward to getting back
to Harding and seeing his
friends again. She said she
is grateful for his recovery
and the support from the
student body.
'We got thousands ofcards
from all 50 states plus 19
countries," Nancy Roehl said.

PA class pays respect to Lauren Bump

Students, grads dig
archaeology club

By Julie Anne White
Head Web Editor

The 2014 physician assistant class honored deceased
classmate Lauren Bump at the
commencement ceremony in
D ecember by wearing pink
cords in memory of their
friend.
Last New Year's Eve, Bump
was found stabbed to death
in a local park in her hometown of San Antonio, Texas.
Several days later Christian
Ivan Bautista was arrested
and charged with her murder.
He currently awaits trial with
bond set at $200,000.
Director ofthe PA program,
Dr. Michael Murphy, said
he wanted to commemorate
Bump in what would have been
her graduation ceremony, and
thought the cords would be a
perfect solution.
"The class really liked it too,
it was in solidarity, recognizing
Lauren had an influence on
all of them," Murphy said.
Bump's classmate and
close friend Whitney Kiihnl
said she appreciated the
gesture.
"I was so grat eful that
Harding would let us represent
Lauren with the pink cords,"
Kiihnl said "The week ofgraduation was a very emotional
time for all ofus - full ofjoy
and full of sadness."

By Layton Moore
Student Writer

PHOTO COURTESY OF GARY HILL

Lauren Bump went on a mission trip to Guatemala in 2013. Bump was scheduled to graduate in December 2014 but w as murdered on Dec. 31, 2013.
Murphy said choosing the their time spent together on to us all in how she lived: her
color pink was a no-brainer, a mission trip to Guatemala care and devotion to others
because it was Bump's favorite. during her junior year of PA and her love for the Lord."
"She was always wearing school.
Kiihnl said despite the
pink," Murphy said. "We all
"She was really a sweet girl," heartbreak oflosing her friend,
Hill said. ''You wouldn't find a she and her classmates carry
wore pink to the funeral."
Murphy said President Bruce better Christian young lady." Bump's legacy of C hristian
Hill said that before she love with them.
McLarty flew him and several
"Lauren's legacy remains
of his colleagues to Bump's passed away, B ump had
funeral in San Antonio last already signed up and raised in each of us - every person
year, so that the faculty who the funds to attend the spring w e encounter during our
knew her well could pay their break mission trip again her careers as physician assistants
senior year.
respects.
will have been influenced by
PA clinical director Dr.Gary
"She had a heart for the Lauren and her story," Kiihnl
Hill attended with Murphy broken and for those that said. ''A story ofjoy, hope and
and M cLarty, and said he were outcast," Kiihnl said. love, found only in the Lord
was close to Bump due to "She truly was an example our Savior."

WASHINGTON,D.C.
- Officials from the Justice
D epartment recommended
on J an . 2 1 that civil rights
ch arges not be brought
against Darren Wilson for
the murder ofMichael Brown
on Aug. 9,2014.Agrandjury
chose not to indict W ilson
for criminal ch arges in a
decision announced Nov.
24, 2014.

TIJUANA,MEXICO-

NEW YORK CITY

A drone carrying 6 pounds of - Airbnb, a "communitymethamphetamine crashed driven hospitality company"
in a supermarket parking lot that allows users to rent out
in an attempt to cross the their homes for temporary
border into California Jan. 19. lodging, is under scrutiny for
Authorities are investigating "creating illegal hotels." It is
where the flight originated, against the law for residents
but say this is not the first of the state of New York to
time a drone has been used rent out their homes for less
to transport drugs across than 30 days. The company
could face legal charges.
the border.

The Society of Near Eastern Archaeology (SNEA)
held its first meeting of the
semester onJan.13, where
Dr. Dale Manor discussed
ancient artifacts with club
members.
Manor, professor of archaeology and Bible, took
his passions for both subjects
and founded SNEA in 1996.
Manor's interests and talents
have taken him around the
world collecting knowledge
and artifacts, which he brings
back to the states to share
with his students.
"Getting to experience the
reality of the past through
archaeology helps us understand the way we have
to think of things," junior
Cana Moore said. "It gives
us a grander perspective and
reminds us that we don't
always know what we think
we know, and that societies
in the past are in many ways
like us."
C hapel secretary E lizabeth Schneider got involved
with SNEA after graduating and said sh e has loved
being a part of the group
ever since. Schneider said
she has especially enjoyed
learning from Manor and
m eeting other professors
with various backgrounds
w h o al so want to sh ar e
their wisdo m.
"It h elp s give you a
setting for the things you
are reading and helps you
und ers tand some of the
cultural things going on in
the Bible," Schneider said.

SNEA is currently raising
money to buy a secure display
case for the Mclnteer t o
showcase ancient artifacts.
Manor's collection includes
artifacts from before C hrist.
Manor also schedules speakers
to come share their insight.
Past speakers include President Bruce M cLarty, Dean
of the College of Bible and
Ministry Dr. M onte Cox,
international guest speakers
and even world-renowned
archaeologist Gabriel Barkay.
Anyone can attend SNEA's
events, however, members
have the privilege of sharing
a dinner with Manor at his
house every semester.
Manor said there are three
main reasons being involved
with SNEA is beneficial:
it demonstrates historical
credibility of the Bible, there
is a faith-building element
and the opportunity to see
first-hand what the Bible is
talking about. Manor said
he hopes SNEA will grow
in memb er size and that
each attendee will gain a
b etter sense of th e ri ch
ancient world history. The
next meeting will be held
on Jan. 27 in Mclnteer 226
at 7 p.m.
The meetings are held in
the Mclnteer building each
second and fourth Tuesday
of the month. Professors,
students and locals who are
interested in ancient history
and archaeology make up the
.fluctuating size of SNEA.
This organization welcomes
anyone to the educational
and informative monthly
meetings, no fee involved.
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Viva la flip phone
philip habegger

gue st
writer

S

ome of you know this about
me, but I am not the most hip
or trendy person. Despite my
sister's style advice, I have really never
have been chic, contemporary or in
vogue. It takes only one look at my
C roes to tell you that.
I often do find myself behind the
times on various accounts. To this
day, the cassette player in my car can
still, on occasion, be heard playing
the "Good Burger" soundtrack. My
video gaming has yet to progress
past the original Super Smash Bros.
I still use a typewriter for all of my
papers (just kidding - that's too
h ipster for me). I do not even have

a Twitter account. Some of these or boring situation, I try to tough
things I am nostalgic about keeping, it out. Or I just walk away because
others I just haven't felt the need I feel awkward or bored.
to change. But there is one thing
I do not desire to make everyone
that I have been quite deliberate who owns an Apple product feel
about retaining. And that is my flip inferior to the mighty power of a
phone - my beautiful, utilitarian phone that you can flip open to talk.
flip phone.
I do not want you all to feel guilty
In a world dominated by smart- either. I just want us all to realize
phones, I have attempted to survive that phones are made to enhance
without Snapchat, Trivia Crack and communication, not hinder it.
group texting. To some of you, losing
Most of us suffer from short
those might seem more than you attention spans, and our phones are
can bear, and yes, it has been quite not contributing to a solution. So
a journey, but I have not yet suffered next time you automatically reach
greatly for it. Rather, I have enjoyed to your phone as a reflex, consider
the simplicity of having a cell phone leaving it in your pocket, and perthat I use as a tool, rather than as haps attempt engaging in a good
a means to distract myself. It does conversation with a neighbor. You
ev::rything that I need it to and can even talk about how you wish
nothing more, and that is completely you had a flip phone.
satisfactory for me. I feel that the
lack of temptation for distraction
PHILIP HABEGGER is a guest writer
allows me to be more intentional for the Bison.
with people around me. Rather than He may be contacted at
turning to my phone in an awkward phabegg l@harding.edu.

What did you think about "Am erican Sniper?"
Randy Smith,
senior

Sydney McGehee,
senior

Botham jean,
senior

Corbin Capps,
freshman

It Is a movie of
great emotion
and even greater
patriotism.

It's eye opening if
you haven't seen
the effect that
coming home has
on veterans.

I'm not an
A merican, but
it made me feel
pretty patriotic.

It portrayed Chris
Kyle as a hero and
it really showed
how he struggled
comlng·home.

Finding your place after college
andrea decamp

guest
·writer

G

etting closer and closer to
leaving Harding, I have been
contemplating my future
plans in hopes that I will figure it
out soon. W here do I want to live?
D o I want a dog? Will I commit
to a fitness program? Do I want to
go somewhere completely new with
people who don't know me at all?
These are the ques tions running
through my head all day, every day.
In my mind, there are two ways life
could go after college: the easy way
or the hard way.
One easy way would mean going
h ome to Indianapolis and settling
in where I have a church home
and my parents. I would end up
spending time with the same people
from high school who, just like me,
would probably send their kids to
the same schools that we attended.
Another easy way would be to stay
in Searcy. This consists of the ability
to choose a church home from the
ever-present church culture here,

to keep in contact with professors
and to always know what to expect
because of spending the past four
years here.
What about the hard way? The
scariest way to spend life after college
for myself and others who attend
college in a small town would include
a large bustling city, a smaller church
culture and not knowing a soul. This
would mean taking a large risk that
many are afraid to take. The places
that initially come to mind are New
York City, Chicago, Seattle and San
Francisco.
Ifwe are being honest, most college
students will go home when they
are done because that is the easiest
thing to do. Moms and dads will be
there to care for and coddle until
their children get too comfortable at
home. Don't get me wrong, there is
nothing bad about going home for a
while. However, there is something
wrong with not letting yourself be
ch allenged. Either route leads to
great and/or horrible things.
With that in mind, I just can't
seem to get it out of my head that
maybe going home would stunt my
growth and keep me from opportunities and experiences available ifl
chose to move to a large city without
my parents or a significant other.
There is such a thing as settling

prematurely. I hope to not do that.
When I leave this place that has
shaped me, I want to jump into a
completely different world that will
challenge me in every way possible.
I don't want to be comfortable with
where I am, because that would mean
I was complacent. Complacency and
comfort can become like cages in life.
Just like, in "Lord of the Rings:
The Return of the King," Eowyn
told Aragorn she feared "a cage, to
stay behind bars, until use and old
age accept them, and all chance of
doing great deeds is gone beyond
recall or desire," I feel like more
people should fear that cage of
comfort and complacency that going
back home leads to.
So, don't cage yourself at home
and do what is easiest in life after
college is over. Go to those big
cities like New York and Chicago
where you won't know anyone and
just work hard . Those cities are
daunting and almost surreal, but
there is something truly beautiful
and rewarding in going somewhere
and making something of yourself.

ANDREA DECAMP is a guest
writer for the Bison.
She may be contacted at
a decamp l@harding.edu.

Something old

and new

Vinyl culture in a
digital age

A

nyone who really knows me knows I love music. I get
emotional when I think about the Beatles breaking up,
and I get mad when people say they don't like Kanye
West's music because they think he is a jerk. You could say I love
music to an extreme. It runs in the family.
When I was a kid, my dad would quiz me on Beatles' songs,
asking ifI could match lyrics or.identify a song within its first few
seconds. I would spend hours listening to my older brothers talk
about different bands I needed to listen to, their members, the
cultures they came from, and where they fit into their own music
scene and the music industry as a whole. My brothers and I still
email about music we have been listening·t0: My c4d arid I still
call each other to share Beatles trivia.
For me, music is emotional. Certain songs and albums evoke
memories ofdancing around the house with my sister as the jukebox
played, ofdriving to concerts with my brother, ofsinging along to
BillyJoel during road trips with my mom. For me, music is personal.
Entering 2015, we are well into the digital age ofmusic. Services
such as iTunes and Spotify have remolded the music industry, particularly with the rise ofsingles and the decline of albums. Album
sales dropped immediately after the development of MP3 stores
in 2003.The best-selling album of2004 - Usher's "Confessions"
- sold just under 8 million copies. The 2014 best seller - Taylor
Swift's "1989" - sold 3.6 million copies. In contrast, the Beatles'
final album, ''Abbey Road," released in 1970, sold over 4 million
copies in eight weeks.
As a result, we are in the midst of a "throw-away music" culture.
It is a culture in which we pick our.favorite songs and ignore the
rest of the album, and Pitbull is constantly on Billboard's Hot
100 somehow. Swift spoke about her disdain with today's music
culture last year.
"Music is art, and art is important and rare," Swift wrote in the
Wall Street Journal. "Important, rare things are valuable."
Even in the midst ofthis digital age, we are witnessing the "vinyl
revival. "It is a time in which a generation oflisteners conditioned
to pick and choose their favorite tracks are choosing to listen to an
album in its entirety as the needle drags across the record. In the
2014 half-year report, Nielsen reported vinyl sales had increased
by 40 percent since the 2013 half-year report. That was after they
reported that vinyl sales had increased by 30 percent in 2013.
According to Statista, vinyl sales increased from 1.2 million to 9.2
million from 2004 to 2014.
Over the summer, I traded my old bass guitar for a vintage
sound system, including a record player. Since then, I have been
slowly building my record collection, flipping through stacks of
old records at thrift stores and keeping an eye open for sales on
newer releases. Over Christmas break, my dad gave me several of
his old records, and my brother bought me a vinyl copy ofWilco's
"Yankee Hotel Foxtrot" - an album I fell in love with after he
introduced me to it when I was a kid. I have a small list of newer
albums that I want on vinyl because they mean something to me,
such as "In the Aeroplane Over the Sea" by Neutral Milk Hotel,
which motivated me to learn to play guitar, and "Graduation"
by Kanye West, which helped me realize that not all hip-hop is
entirely worthless.
I am not trying to convince anyone to quit listening to MP3s
or to only listen to albums in full; I pay for Spotify Premium and
make so many playlists that I have run out of names for them.
I think Taylor Swift is exaggerating; I disagree that streaming
services are robbing music of its value, and I believe that the
increased accessibility to music she complains about offers more
people an access to art. I am not an audiophile; sacrificing quality
for the ability to put every Beatles' song on my phone is a trade I
am perfectly willing to make.
I do believe that listening to vinyl offers a unique experience.
Because music is personal. Albums are intrinsically emotional. I
love listening to "Plans" by D eath Cab for Cutie on my record
player and remembering driving to Memphis with friends to see
them perform. I love putting on my dad's old copy ofJim Croce's
"Photographs and Memories" and hearing through the music
why he loves the album. In our non-stop culture, it is so tempting
to remove our favorite songs from their albums and ignore the
larger creative concept to which it belongs. Listening to the whole
album offers the listener a new perspective and a more intimate
connection with the artist.

HUNTER BECK is the opinions editor for the Bison.
He may be contacted at hbeck@harding.edu.
Twitter: @deodungha
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alexis hosticka

Nothing in life
is really free

B

y now you've probably realized
that nothing in life is free. You
can't just go to the store and
take a bottle of shampoo or a loaf of
bread. Ifyou're lucky, there might be
a buy-one, get-one free deal. But that
still requires you to buy something.
Even things you receive for free,
someone had to buy, and I don't just
mean gifts. The roads you drive on,
the surgery that insurance covers,
your elementary education, all of this
is paid for by someone,' somehow.
When President Barack Obama
said in his State of the Union address
on Jan. 20 that he wants to provide
taylor gleaves
new year began, I realized the abundance of our own and food far from normal. While we
free community college tuition, there
things I have purchased and yet rarely use, and gathered together to reminisce about these
was, of course, a catch. It would
I started to wonder how I thought accumu- special times of a journey that could never be
mean increasing taxes on upper class
lating more and more stuff would make me replaced, I couldn't help but see how simply
Americans to cover the bill, according
happier. I dropped off four overflowi~g trash we lived when we were overseas . My time in
to CNN.
bags of clothes at Goodwill over break, and Greece was simple yet a profound experience
In a way, this proposal is trying
after the process of getting rid of the excess, in my life.
to add two more years onto "free"
I made it a goal to live and love simply.
There was a time when I wore a total of
education in the U.S. It leaves me to
People are more afraid of simplicity because six outfits over the course of three months.
question that, if this passes, would it
simple living forces us to be more real, more Now that I'm back with an overabundance of
make those two years of college less
iving simply can mean a variety of ourselves and more free, which ironically is clothes, I think to myself, "how in the world
valuable to employers? Going into
different things, and each of those our generation's desire. So why do we have so did I ever survive with one pair of pants for
the workforce with only a high school
things can be seen as valid. The whole much stuff? The older I get and the closer I 10 days?" But I did.
degree isn't generally considered very
statement of"living simply" is entirely based come to graduating and transitioning out of
I think we tend to forget how treasured the
promising, and job opportunities are
on one's own interpretation and application of this community and into the world, I realize art of being simple can be. There is beauty in
limited because virtually everyone
how you measure the level of"simple," from the clutter we accumulate everyday. Before applying the simple as well as the complicated
in the U.S. is just as educated as you
comfort
to adventure.
you know it, clutter takes form as black dust to everyday life. The more I come back to the
are at that point. By providing free
As
2015
kicked
off
just
a
few
short
weeks
on a ceiling fan that you find yourself buy- simple life we were made for, the more I find
community college, it could create
of
them
was
ing
a duster for. Who knew you had to dust beautiful adventures.
ago,
I
realized
many
things;
one
the same stigma.
that
I
had
way
too
many
clothes,
mismatched
ceiling
fans?
So put that phone down, wear bright socks
Now, don't get me wrong, being
and
decisions.
There
are
too
of
this
semester
has
been
shoes,
snacks
The
beginning
on
a cloudy day, clean out your closest and
more educated is never a bad thing.
many
options
in
life,
and
with
these
options
our
HUG
a
reflective
one,
mainly
because
live
simply.
However, higher education is a privwe
become
far
more
complicated
than
Cod
spring
2013
group
just
celebrated
our
twoilege, not a right.
ever intended for us to be. What color really year "HUG-iversary." We reflected on the
People work hard to earn their
represents the mood I'm in right now? Will day we boarded a plane with strangers who TAYLOR GLEAVES is a guest
higher education. Scholarship money
people see my socks? Is it raining? If so, I became our family. We reflected on a time in writer for the Bison.
can cover much of, or all of, a comneed to wear bright yellow socks.
our lives spent waking up to a new adventure, She may be contacted at
munity college education.
I promise I'm getting to a point. As the a new exploration of cultures different from tgleaves@harding.edu.
According to The Salt Lake Tribune,
students who "enroll at least part-time,
maintain a 2.5 GPA, make progress
toward their degree and are enrolled
in a transferable or high-demand
Contact Hunter Beck at hbeck@harding.edu.
program are eligible for the program."
That seems like a very broad list of
qualifications to me. Scholarships
already exist to help those who work
hard, and there is no need to further
generalize those requirements.
If you want your college paid for,
you need to work hard in high school.
There are countless scholarships
everal years ago, I was sitting in a
decided last November to ban all idiomatic
offered based on GPA, test scores,
sandwich
shop
in
Little
Rock
with
word-play
from public discourse. Hoping
community service and more. What
a
group
of
students.
I
don't
know
to
keep
the
language pure and avoid what
motivation is there to maintain a 3.75
exactly
how
the
conversation
came
around
officials
call
"linguistic chaos" (and, I susGPA when a student who earns a 2.5
to the topic of analogies, but when you
pect, hoping to squash witty critiques of the
GPA is going to receive just as much
free education?
hang around with members of the poetry
government), China has now discouraged
But let's get back to the point that
its citizens from making puns. Only literal
club, the chatter often takes a turn for the
nothing is really free. The U.S. national
uses of the language are allowed.
nerdy. As the club's 10-year sponsor and
debt is currently more than $18 trillion,
I'm trying to imagine how a person would
Nerd-in-Chief, I can admit stuff like that.
according to www.usdebtclock.org.
Anyway, we were discussing really out- of culturally insensitive jokes at their ex- be pun-ished for such an offense. With
For Obama to want the government
rageous analogies, and someone mentioned pense, the Polish people would tread lightly wordplay being the wea-pun of choice for
to cover more and more expenses is
that a well-known politician had recently into such nonsensical territory. But in the so many clever folks, the disease of linguistic
simply not logical. Our government
been compared to Adolf Hitler. Since that name of protecting children from seeing chaos could turn into a pun-demic, infecting
already doesn't have enough money.
absurd linkage is a pet peeve of mine, I Winnie pantless, they have become the butt the whole country with a pun-gent odor.
One of the first things my parents
launched into a rant about how no one is (pardon me) of ridicule. The Internet has When deprived of their wit, people tend
taught me about money was to not
remotely like Hitler and how these rhetorical simply lit up with snippy comments about to get a little pun-chy. A rebellion could
spend it if I didn't have it. Seems
excesses
just needed to stop. I suggested this incident, reminding us all how helpful hap-pun any day now, and if the pun-di ts
pretty simple.
that we should simply ban all analogies to the Internet can be.
try to stop it, their attempt to perform an
Clearly, our government has a
the Nazis. To which one student replied,
With the possible exception ofSpongeBob a-pun-dectomy on the national language
long way to go before our finances
"That sounds like something Hitler would SquarePants, so many cartoon characters could back-fire. And then it will be o-pun
are repaired. The last thing we need
could be implicated in this ban. Donald season ...
do."Touche.
to do is add another item to our
spending list.
OK. I will stop now. But feel free to toss
But it turns out that banning stuff is Duck, Porky Pig, the Cat in the Hat and
Education is valuable and should
pretty fashionable these days. No doubt Huckleberry Hound have been parading out a few groaners today in the spirit of
be taken advantage of to its fullest. We
you've heard about the recent flap in Po- around for years with no pants, but, oddly, liberty. I'm sure the Chinese people are just
are blessed in the U.S. to have access
land, where last November officials in the all wearing bow ties. Anyhow, it would be as amused by this silly ban as the rest of us,
to so many choices and opportunities
town ofTuszyn expelled Winnie the Pooh. crazy to expect Mr. Peabody and friends and we can stand up for free expression along
in higher education. However, it is not
It seems that plans to use the famous bear to wear pants. They're not called comic with them. It's better than dragging yourself
the responsibility of the government
to see "The Interview" just because North
to promote a playground were scrapped "strips" for nothing.
to pay for it past a certain point.
Sorry. That joke fell flatter than a Patriots Korea wanted it suppressed. Pun appetit.
because the town council decided that
Winnie is "inappropriately dressed." Yes, football. And, even worse, such a pun could MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest writer
ALEXIS HOSTICKA is the
grown people in Poland have banned a get me kicked out of China these days. for the Bison.
editor-in-chief for the Bison.
Perhaps the most sweeping prohibition He may be contacted at
cartoon character for not wearing pants.
She may be contacted at
You would think after enduring decades of the year came when Chinese officials mclaxto l @harding.edu.
ahostick@harding.edu.
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At the Bison, it is our goal to serve the Harding University student body with integrity, truth and open ears. However, we believe that meeting that goal is a two-way street between
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Deflating
The 2014 NFL playoffs
have had their moments when
it comes to questionable calls
and the league's integrity over
the last few weeks.
Last Sunday in the conference championship round
of the playoffs, the NFL had
another controversy on its
hands, but this time it was
caused by a team, rather than
officials.
This past Wednesday
ESPN reported the Patriots
under-inflated 11 of the 12
footballs in their 45-7 AFC
Championship win over the
Indianapolis Colts. Even
though the game wasn't close,
the Colts wouldn't have won
whether the balls were up to
standard or not, but it does still
call the Patriots into question
about their integrity and the
way in which they play to win.
According to the league,
each football must be between
12.5 and 13.5 pounds per
square inch (psi). It was noted
GRANT SCHOL I The Bison
New England's footballs were
Senior
forward
Arielle
Saunders
leads
the
Lady
Bisons
in
career
offensive
rebounds,
defensive
rebounds
and block shots. She is
a whole two pounds under
the regulated psi. Why is that on pace to becoming one of only three Harding athletes to score 1,000 points and record 1,000 rebounds.
important? ESPN analyst and
former quarterback, Mark
Brunell, said deflation of a
football can give a quarterback
an advantage when it comes
to grip, especially in a rainy By Nakisha Milton
ranks 1st for offensive rebounds, grade asked me to play," Saunders Both Jenkins and Saunders sported
and cold game like the one Student Writer
offense rebound average, defensive said. "I had never done it before, the number 32 on their jerseys.
played last Sunday, J an. 18.
A 4.0 student, aptly often referred rebounds, defense rebound average, but I was tall so they wanted me
Jenkins passed on a pair of earAfter an interception of to as 'A:., by her teammates, senior blocked shots and blocked shots to play."
rings from her dad to Saunders and
Tom Brady, officials and Arielle Saunders puts the 'A' in average.
Standing at 6-foot-1-inch, now Saunders wears them in every
players questioned the lack academics and athletics; this girl
She is also in the top 10 for: Saunders said that she has learned game.The earrings bear the No. 32.
of air pressure in the ball. The is simply amazing.
Saunders enters a game with a
rebounds, rebounding average, to embrace her height and use it to
accusation was valid because
certain routine that a lot of players
"The irony of a simple nickname games started, minutes played, field her advantage on the court.
the Patriots attempted to do of just one letter is ironic because goals made, assists, points and field
Saunders brings more than the have called superstition.
the same thing earlier in the she's such a statistical player that goals attempted.
ability to win to the team; she also
"I'm very superstitious," Saunders
regular season against the she fills up the stat-sheet in so
"She's one of those players that brings a sense of belonging and said. "I have a specific playlist I like
Colts.
many different areas and is in the every coach searches for," he ad compassion for her teammates.
to listen to and just sort of read my
Following th e ga me , t op 10 of all these different All coach Tim Kirby said. "She's very
"She's like the mom of the team scouting report while I do that and
players and coaches of New Time Rankings at Harding and in coachable, she knows what our team I guess you could say," freshman kind of mellow out. If we have a
England played dumb when the Great American Conference," needs. She's very unselfish - she's forward Sydney Layrock said. "She's home game we actually always go
asked about the deflated foot- assistant coach David Walker said. 100 percent team."
really nice and she has really taken to Firehouse, so that's what I do
balls, saying this is the first
Saunders developed her love for us under her wing and checks in on every time."
Saunders is a senior studying
they were hearing of it. That psychology, but outside of the the sport when she started playing us even outside of basketball just
If Saunders keeps up the mois ridiculous. How can you classroom she has been able to basketball in the fifth grade after to make sure we're not homesick." mentum that she's had, Kirby said
not know? NFL referees are analyze and execute an A-game, being persuaded by some of her peers.
One person who has made an that she will become the third player
required to check two hours which has allowed her to set and
"I actually had no interest in impact on Saunders is her high in Harding history to score 1,000
before games, which makes me break a number of records.
sports or anything when I was a kid, school coach Kimberly Wilson points and grab 1,000 rebounds
feel like there was tampering
For career all-time rankings she and then some of the girls in my Jenkins, a former Lady Razorback. in her career.
going on by the equipment
managers. At halftime, NFL
officials reported 11 of the 12
footballs to be underweight.
from Colorado State Unibeat people."
I am guessing th e twelfth
Senior forward Mak versity-Pueblo.
football was for the kicker
Boskailo, a new addition to
"I am happy that I am
who would not benefit from
this year's team said encour- here for this year with this
a flat football.
aging each other and being group of guys and with our
This is what the NFL does
selfless have been hallmarks coach," Boskailo said. "It is
not need: a team looking for a
really rare that someone could
of the team this year.
way to tweak the game to its
"Coach tries to tell us two find something like this. It is
advantage. It is not even the
positive things per minute," a really good environment."
first fault by New England.
Boskailo said. "That has really
As for the rest of the
Remember the "spy gate"
set the tone for us in staying season, the team is taking
and the alleged filming of a
positive in each other.Everyone it one game at a time.
Super Bowl opponent's walk
is really about the team and
"Coach always says that
through? The Patriots have
roots for each other."
it is not a sprint, it is a marnow added the "deflate gate"
Francis, Boskailo and athon," Francis said. "There
to their already poor resume
Morgan all agree that a are still a lot of games left.
of sportsmanship.
strength of this year's team It is just a matter of taking
What's next? What penalty
is their support of one an- care of them now."
will Commissioner Roger
other, but they also know
Many tough games remain
Goodell give out, and will
there are areas they need to for the Bisons, but Morgan
it be enough to really affect
improve. Boskailo said that said he knows that in order
their organization?
defensive rebounding and to be standing at the end of
You can bet the NFL will
GRANT SCHOL I The Bison cutting down on turnovers the season once again, they
be paying close attention to
have been aspects that the will need to take things one
New E ngland's every move Freshman guard Reggie Anthony scores on a layup on Jan. 17 against South- team has continually worked game at a time.
ern Nazarene University. Anthony scored 10 points on 4 of 5 shooting in a 80
when they meet the Seattle
on so far this year.
"I think the hardest game is
to
55 victory over the Crimson Storm.
Seahawks for the Super Bowl.
Growing pains, however, always your next one,"Morgan
Jeff Morgan said. "They've from the post in 2014 to the
The Patriots will not be able By Toria Parrett
are only natural for such a said. "In this league, there is
been great about the process role of point guard this year.
to cheat their way to another Student Writer
tremendous balance, so to me
young team.
"I have just been workBasketball season is in of trying to be better every
Super Bowl win this time.
"It is a very unusual year it is always your next one."
full swing and 16 games into day and coming in here with ing on what I can control,"
#SchockTalk
The Bisons play University
for us to only have one senior,"
the season; this young team great attitudes, great work Francis said. "That is giving
SHAf.E SQ-I()()( is sports has been putting in a lot of ethic and really investing great effort and having a great Morgan said. "Most of the of Arkansas at Monticello
edtor for the 2014- .
work already.
themselves in the process." attitude. I think one of our time we will have maybe tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in the
2015 Bison. He may be
"This group of guys has
Leading that process has strengths is that we are a three or four, but Mak has Rhodes Field House. Results
cont.acted at
of the Arkansas Tech game
done a great job of being been sophomore guard Will very unselfish team and we handled it unbelievably."
sschoc:k@hardng.ed.I.
Boskailo
is
the
team's
on Thursday, Jan. 22 were
really
do not care who takes
about the process regardless Francis, who has made the
Twitter.
@Shane_M_Schock
of the results," head coach challenging switch ofmoving the shots. That's the way we only senior and a transfer unavailable as of press time.

Arielle Saunders heading into the record books

Senior Lady Bison closing in on what only three other Harding players have done

Bisons working hard to improve as the season continues
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Lady Bisons continue their winning ways
By Addison Hurst
Student Writer
The Lady Bisons continued their conference
winning streak on Saturday
with a win over Southern
Nazarene University(SNU).
In their ninth conference game; the women's
basketball team came out
with a 69-53 win, pushing
their record to an impressive
9-0 in the Great American
Conference (GAC).
With their tallest player
standing 6 feet 4 inches, SNU
managed to out-rebound the
Lady Bisons in the first hal£
Clinging to a one-point lead
at the half, assistant coach
David Walker said that the
coaches pressed the girls to
hit the boards harder.
"At halftime we challenged the girls to get that
fixed and they came out in
the second half and really
pulled away with effort and
intensity,"Walker said.
The Lady Bisons did
exactly, that and managed
to extend their lead and
secure the win.
The Lady Bisons knew
going into the game that
they would have to play
smart against a physically
imposing SNU team.Walker
said that the main area of
concern was keeping the
ball out of the hands of the
Crimson Storm's best player,
senior Aminata Fall. Fall,

Cole Lockwood

-

despite scoring 20 points
and grabbing 12 rebounds,
was largely contained by the
Harding defense.
Senior Arielle Saunders
wa~ Harding's lead scorer
and rebounder with a total of
16 points and 10 rebounds.
The second leading scorers,
sophomore A'ndrea Haney
and freshman Sydney Layrock, both played an equally
impressive game with 15
points each.
As one offour freshman
on the team, Layrock said
she has started to warm
up to the college level,
and it showed Saturday, as
she played one of her best
games of the year for the
Lady Bisons.
The game against SNU
drew quite the crowd to the
Rhodes Field House Saturday
afternoon. Sophomore Molly
Maturi was one of those
in attendance cheering on
both of Harding's basketball
teams.
"The atmosphere was
crazy,"Maturi said. "It was
cool to see how much the
teams feed off of the energy
in the crowd."
The Lady Bisons will
need that energy Saturday, as
they face off in the Rhodes
Field House against Arkansas-Monticello. Results from
the Arkansas Tech game
on Thursday, Jan. 22 not
available as of press time.
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Third string
victory
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Sophomore Andi Haney shoots a contested layup against Southern Nazarene
University on Jan.17. She had 15 points in the Lady Bison's 69-53 win.

Track teaDis aim for conference Dieets in 2015
By David Salley
Asst. Sports Editor
As the new year begins,
so does the 2015 season for
the most storied sport on
campus: the Bisons and
Lady Bisons track and field
teams. Boasting hundreds
of All-Americans and individual national champions,
head coach Steve Guymon
and the track teams hope
to carry their legacies of
excellence into the 2015
campaign.
The Lady Bisons are led
by senior distance runner
Ewa Zaborowska, a threetime All-American who
holds the school record in
the mile and recently broke
her own school and Lone
Star Conference record in
the 3,000 meter in her first
meet of the year at the Birmingham Southern Indoor

---------

Icebreaker, with a time of
9:30.66, easily qualifying for
indoor nationals in March.
The Lady Bisons will also
look to senior miler Dallis
Bailey, junior hurdler and
quarter-miler Sarah Coleman
and junior middle-distance
runner Tammy Kim to make
big strides in 2015.
"One of the goals for the
team this year is for everyone
to beat their own personal
records," Coleman said. "As
long as we are getting better
and faster than our previous
best, we're improving."
Bailey, who was an Academic All-District performer
in 2014, said that the team
tries to use the indoor season as a stepping stone for
outdoors later in the year.
"Conference is a pretty
obvious goal we set every
year," Bailey said. "So we

like to use the indoor season
to prepare for the outdoor
conference meet, which is
our biggest goal each year.
Even though we're in a really
tough conference, I think
we can compete really well
this year."
On the men's side, the
Bisons have talent across
the board and expect to
receive contributions in
multiple events.
Leading the way are
throwers, junior Josh Syrotchen, the Harding record
holder in the discus, who
looks to build on a strong
2014 campaign which saw
him take home Outdoor
All-American honors in
the discus, and senior Ryan
Cagle, who took sixth place
in the shotput at the 2014
Lone Star Conference
Championship meet.

The Bisons will also look
to senior miler Taylor Lively,
who won his first race of the
year at the Arkansas State
KickoffClassic in December,
and junior sprinter Corey
Bassett, the school record
holder in the 60 meter and
100 meter dash, to challenge
in their respective events.
Cagle said that despite
having so many different
people in different events,
the cohesion of the team
is strong.
"When it comes to
culture and interaction, its
something harder to have
in track than other sports
because we all focus on our
own events most of the
time," Cagle said. "Coach
Guymon does a really good
job of helping the team come
together in crucial times.
His personality encourages

cohesion. At all the meets
we cheer each other on, even
if it isn't our event. That's
something you don't see
from every school. "
The idea of cohesion as
one unit exists throughout
the program on both the
men's and women's teams.
Bailey said that a lot of that
comes from Guymon and
the way he leads the team.
"There's definitely a
different dynamic here,
which comes from h aving
so many different athletes
and events," Bailey said.
"But coach Guymon really
encourages us to get to know
each other outside of our
individual events. Being so
diverse makes it more fun."
The first meet of2015 will
be on Jan. 25 at the Emory
Crossplex Invitational in
Birmingham, Ala.

Three games, two trophies
and one national championship.
Ifit's a production ratio then
Ohio State's Cardale Jones is
superb. College football is the
epitome ofdrama -and when
a third-string quarterback
leads his team to a dominant
performance under the bright
lights in Arlington,Texas heads
turn and the Google searches
pile up exponentially.
Have we ever seen a thirdstring quarterback in such an
important situation? The fact is,
it's very rare. So rare the NFL
supplemented a rule in 1991
in response to a game between
the Washington Redskins
and the Philadelphia Eagles.
In this game, "The Body Bag
Game," Redskins quarterback
Jeff Rutledge went down.
Backup quarterback Stan
Humphries took the reins
but would also leave the
game. With no third-string
quarterback on the roster, the
Redskins could either forfeit
or substitute a player from a
different position. Ex-college
quarterback and Redskins
running back Brian Mitchell
took over for the Redskins,
subsequently losing to the
Eagles 28-14. The NFL
created the third quarterback
rule, which states that if a
third string quarterback has
to enter a game, the first two
can't come back in.
A similar situation occurred during the 2010 NFC
championship game between
the Chicago Bears and the
Green Bay Packers. When
Chicago quarterback Caleb
Hanie entered the game,
J ay Cutler and Todd Collins
were no longer eligible. The
rule was abolished in 2011, as
the active roster was increased
from 45 to 46 players. These
particular situations produced
one common denominator:
enacting the third string
means defeat.
But, like I said, college
football is drama. So when
a third-string quarterback,
relatively unknown, explodes
on the field (going vertical
on a fourth and short, for
example), hope is instilled in
all admiring athletes.

Noah Chandler Stephen Hedlund
Baseball

"Leave the
NightOnn
$am Hunt.
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To achieve my
goals in track and
help my teammates
achieve their goals
as well.

~':;Vltrat·was your New
Y•~r's resolution?

At conference
sophomore year,
/,set the school
~ record for the
heptathlon.

What Is your favorite
sports-memory?

y It(~ ~ ~~:~
4

"Let the Woman"
by Andy Davis.

Get Kristen to
hold my hand in
public.

Beating SAU in
the conference
tournament.

Men's Track

"Steal My Girl"
by One Direction.

'Thinking
Out Loud" by
Ed Sheeran.

Grow a
beard.

To say a prayer for
each of my
teammates and
coaches every day.

Last winter, I threw up
after a hard Interval.
By the next lap
around, it was
frozen solid.

Our very first win of
the program last year.
It was the perlect
start to what we
want to build.

'

Do you have any weird .,,; .J: t , My socks
pregame superstltio'os? · ~. ~· ';)/ ·cannot match.
It's bad luck.

j

Drink coffee and
read my Bible.

Right shoe
always goes
on first. Always.

We always run to the

foul pole and say a
prayer and a little
pregame speech to
get us fired up.

"Blank Space" by

T-Swifty.

Become more flexible.
I can barely touch
my toes.

Winning conference
last year.

Nope, all that
matters is during
the match.

- - - - - -
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By Madeline Jones
Student Writer

EMILY EASON I The Bison
Sophomore Ben Bauer models his clothing line, Patriot Values, on Jan. 21. Patriot Values is a company
Bauer started this semester. The name Patriot Values is inspired by Bauer's love for America, as well
as his personal spiritual roots.

Student turns pastime into profit
Sophomore entrepreneur promotes personal clothing
brand inspired by patriotism, spiritual convictions
By Katie Diffine
Student Writer

I'm going to do this, (and) wh rever
It goe , or however It t kes off, I'm
going to giv the glory to God.

Starting his own clothing line was something he always
wanted to do, but it was not until his transfer to Harding
that sophomore marketing major Ben Bauer brought his
- Ben B u r, sophomore
vision to life.
The idea for Bauer's clothing line came to him about six new and who believed in it enough to actually put forth the
months ago after deciding to transfer schools. Bauer wanted effort to act on his ambitions," White said.
a hobby to focus on with his spare time and energy, which
Currently, Bauer's Patriot Values line includes polo shirts,
led him to develop Patriot Values.
denim button ups, fleece vests, athletic headbands and bumper
"I was thinking, if I'm going to do this, wherever it goes, stickers. Bauer's company is also working on hats and T-shirts
or however it takes off, I'm going to give the glory to God," that should become available in the next few weeks.
Bauer said. "If it wasn't for him I wouldn't be able to do this
Sophomore Audrey Moeckel discovered Bauer's Patriot
and I wouldn't be at Harding now."
Values line on Instagram.
Because of his pride for America and his core beliefs,
"I think it shows huge potential that somebody so young
Bauer came up with the name, Patriot Values.
has already started a small company," Moeckel said. "It shows
"I really like a lot of the so.uthern brands but I felt like it a lot of leadership and that's something that more people
was all over done," Bauer said. "I also wanted it to be Chris- should strive for."
tian-based. People have said things like, 'What if someone
Bauer uses Facebook and Instagram to promote the brand.
doesn't like that?' But I would rather crash knowing I did it To order from the Patriot Values clothing line you can contact
through God, than to do it and not please him."
Bauer through the Patriot Values Facebook page.
Sophomore Andrew White said there is no better piece
"Having some guys in Knights and people around campus
of clothing than a worn-in jean button up that has a soldier wear the brand is really humbling,"Bauer said. "Knowing that
wearing a bow tie as the logo.
people actually want to wear the brand and care to support
"I support a friend who has an idea to start something it is pretty cool."

get together and play together
and we would all just be
like 'you guys should start
a band,"' Brian
ham
said.
The band Pttltm~ml
numerous
the year,
and even o
Grammer at}#~~~f!:~~
past fall.
Dell decide/Ml' ~iffilfifJ:Q
Harding this sp iJM]~~f,
to finish his un
degree.
"Colorad

Senior Adam Dell took
two semesters off this past
year to pursue his passion
for music in Denver, Colo.
During Dell 's j unior
year his cousin, Brandon
Burcham, made him an
offer to move to Colorado
and play music togethe.r.
"He and his wife do not
have kids and he was just
like, 'Hey, if you want to
come live out here we can do
music together,"' Dell said.
Brandon Bur c h am
graduated from Harding
in 2009 and is a worship
and outreach minist er in
Colorado.
Dell made the decision year off to
e music,
following his junior year to but said that he is happy to
take a year off and head out be back in Searcy investing
west. Brandon Burcham did in his other interests.
Brandon Burcham said
not expect Dell to accept
he was not surprised Dell
his offer.
"Honestly, no, I didn't," returned to Harding. Several
Brandon Burcham said. "I people in their family earned
their degrees from Harding
defi
and Dell said he wanted to
do the same.
"It's a fantastic school
that edu ca t es students
from a Christ-centered
perspective ... and that is
pretty awesome if you ask
me," Dell said.
Many people were excited
about seeing Dell's face back
on campus, according to
Brianna Burcham.
"He has kind of been one
of my best friends growing
up; it is really great to have
him back,"Brianna Burcham
said. "I have missed him."

Downtown theater offers unique experience
Rialto owner 'not looking for ultimate profit,' despite finding success in the industry
By Austin Nightengale
Student Writer

Ifyou are looking to see
a movie in Searcy, one place
you might go is Cinema 8.
However, those who seek a
more classic theater experience,
head to the Rialto Theater in
the downtown area. Aside
from the location, time and
price, the one thing that has
remained the same for 21
years is the voice over the
phone and the face in the
box office window.
Victor Weber, owner ofthe
Rialto Theater since 1994, has
been in the theater business
all of his life. In fact, Weber
has had a passion for the
theater since he was a child.
"I hadn't even started to
school yet, but my mother
and daddy and I would get
ready on Saturday to go to
the show," Weber said. "I
remember bugging them
to get ready around three
or four o'clock and it didn't
even start until 7:30 p.m.
My dad (would say), 'You
love those theaters so much,
you ought to get you one
when you grow up!' Oddly
enough, that stuck with me
all my life."
Weber worked at a theater
in Cuba, Ark., until getting
drafted into the Army during

the Korean War. Soon after
"I loved what I was doing, all the money in the world,
Phillip Pratt, an employee to Colorado through the
his return, he purchased his so the work didn't really bother and you won't have to work at the Rialto for seven years, mountains, then come back
first theater in Kensett, Ark. me," Weber said, "It's like a day of your life. 'You really said that Weber never takes to get back to work.
By 1955, Weber owned the- what I always told a friend need to be extremely serious time off of work. Pratt said
"He's not looking for the
aters in Bald Knob, McCrory, of mine, 'Choose something about what you want to do that Weber will leave for ultimate profit," Pratt said.
Kensett, Des Arc, Beebe and you love, something that you and make sure it's something maybe one or two days, "It's something he enjoys
Lonoke.
would do even if you had you love."
long enough to drive up doing."
Weber took control of the
Rialto theater in 1994 when
Searcy's mayor, David Evans,
asked Weber if there was
anything he could do with
the Rialto. At that time, the
Rialto had experienced four
different owners who each
went bankrupt. After much
thought, Weber decided he
had a plan for the Rialto.
"I said I can't buck the
cinema,'' W eber said. "I'd
have to play second-run
movies. I'm going to play
family movies and I'm going
to charge a dollar, now two
dollars . This smarty pants
down at Cinema 8 said 'I'll
put him out of business in
6 months'. Well, it's been
21 years, and I'm still here."
Weber found success in the
theater business, at one point
selling a theater for $300,000,
and at several other points
in his career, held the record
for the top-grossing drive-in
theater and movie showing.
EMILY EASON I The Bison
However, for Weber, it was
never about the money, but Rialto owner Victor Weber sits in the box office of his downtown theater on Jan. 21. Weber can be found
pursuing his passion.
at the Rialto most nights, selling tickets for $2 apiece.
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'Hobbit' trilogy reaches fitting end
By Hannah Moore
Beat Reporter

Many families practice the
tradition of going to see a movie
every year around Christmas, but
this past holiday season, the fantasy
buffs also stormed the theaters to

see the latest "Hobbit" film.
Although "The Hobbit: The
Battle of the Five Armies" made
a pretty penny at the box office,
it left me confused, questioning
what had become of "The Lord
of the Rings" franchise.
The film began by showing
the dragon, Smaug, obliterating
the city of Laketown, which felt
too harsh and awkward for the
beginning of a movie. The usual
film would start at the exposition
and work its way up to the
climax, but this one served
up a large helping of burning

Illustration by
Jewelya Williams

buildings and screaming villagers
as an appetizer.
The main theme of "power
corrupts" can be a valuable lesson,
but it's nothing this franchise hasn't
used before. Thorin Oakenshield's
quest to find the Arkenstone, the
royal heirloom of the
dwarves, drives him mad
and he won't stop looking
until he finds it. The Lonely
Mountain treasure also attracts
elves, men and ores, and a battle
ensues to decide who the treasure
should belong to.
The corruption ofThorin and
others is familiar considering
that many, including Collum,
fell to their own doom in the
pursuit of the Ring of Power in
the original "The Lord of the
Rings" trilogy. The main concern
of the entire movie is too cliche
and repetitive for this film to be
a spectacular one.
Perhaps my biggest complaint
was the "missing" fifth army. The
four armies that seemed obvious

were the men, the elves, the
dwarves and the ores. Certainly
Peter Jackson wouldn't name
the film "The Battle of the Five
Armies" and then leave out a fifth
army so viewers had to theorize
possibilities of their own. Is the
second ore faction the fifth army?
How about the group of dwarves
that are under the command of
Thorin? Are the giant worms the
fifth army? Could it be the giant
eagles, even though they are almost
synonymous with Gandalf? Is
Bilbo Baggins considered to be
the fifth army because he's the
only hobbit there?
This whole ordeal confused
me and it seems ridiculous that
the validity of the title has to be
questioned.
Overall, this film was a fitting
end to "The Hobbit" trilogy and
the on-screen adaptations of
].R.R. Tolkien's books, but don't
spend your share ofThe Lonely
Mountain treasure seeing it in
theaters.

'Serial' enthralls
listeners with
riveting audio
By Rachel Young
Student Writer

When some people hear
the word serial their minds
immediately drift to Fruit
Loops, or Lucky Charms.
However, there is a type
of "Serial" that is a little
different.
This "Serial" is a podcast
that began in October 2014.
It is a non-fiction series
created by the writers of
"This American Life," Sarah
Koenig and Julie Snyder.
The first season of "Serial" follows the narrator,
Koenig, as she investigates
the true story of the murder
of Hae Min Lee, a senior
at Woodlawn High School
in Baltimore. The narrator
also follows the arrest of
her ex-boyfriend, Adnan
Syed, who could be wrongly
accused.
In an interview on Sound
Hound, Koenig, described
exactly how the idea for
"Serial" came about:"A friend
of the defendant's family
came to me and asked if I
could look at this."
Koenig also said she
remembered being a little
unsure about researching
the case, but she decided to
do it for her friend.
Once she began digging
into the details she became
attached to the story and
had to follow up and figure
out what happened, which

lead her to begin recording
"Serial."
When I began listening
to this podcast, I was a little
hesitant since there are no
words or pictures.
Within minutes I was
wrapped up in the case
against Syed. I immediately
felt connected to Koenig
and wanted to figure out
what happened.
I think this form of storytelling is useful in many
ways. For example, a long
road trip back to Harding
would be the perfect time
to pull out your phone and
listen to this riveting podcast about the mystery of
the murder at Woodlawn
High School.
Ira Glass, one of the
producers of"This American
Life," describes how to best
use "Serial" in an interview
on Sound Hound: "like the
Netflix series "House of
Cards" but you can enjoy
it while driving."
So what happens to Syed?
Does he spend the rest of
his life in prison? Or does
he become a free man again?
Your answer is just a
podcast away.
Serial finished its first
season on Dec. 18, 2014 with
a total of 12 episodes, and
will begin another season
in late 2015. It is free on
many different audio sites
including iTunes.
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for web-exclusive content:
Students take a last-minute

winter break trip to Yellowstone
by Hannah Perry

ISIS hacks government social

l

media, professors react, share

expertise by-Paige McN.eily
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Empowering film tells moving story
By Rachel Brackins
Asst. Copy Editor

Ifyou are looking to see a movie that
will send you skipping out of the theater
with a grin on your face, do not go see
"Selma." If you are okay with being
disgusted, heartbroken, humbled, challenged and empowered, go see "Selma."
This movie is not like most biographical
films, which attempt to summarize a
person's entire life in two hours. Instead,
"Selma," directed by Ava Duvernay, focuses on a specific three-month period
ofDr. Martin Luther King,Jr.'s life as he
fights for equal voting rights in America.
The year is 1965. Lyndon B. Johnson
is president, the Civil Rights Act has
recently been pushed through Congress
and segregation is illegal. Unfortunately,
a large amount ofwhite Americans aren't
happy with the decision, and they search
for ways to get around the law- one of
the most notable ways being in the area

of voting. Hundreds of southern towns
have implemented ridiculous tests and
requirements to keep African Americans
from being able to vote. King sees equal
voting rights as the next step in equality,
and the film follows him as he plans to
lead a march from Selma, Ala., to the
steps of the state capital building in
Montgomery, Ala., in protest.
"Selma"screams reality .from the get-go.
King, who is portrayed by British actor
David Oyelowo, is shown as a real human
with real flaws. The audience sees him
struggle with family, with rage and with
the feeling of uncertainty. Films about
courageous leaders often illuminate the
good and ignore the bad, but that is not
the case here.
The brutality of the southern law
enforcement is not sugarcoated. The
cruelty with which the protesters were
treated is shown front and center, and
the camera jumps from one act of

violence to the next. Those scenes are
hard to watch, but they were designed
to be that way. "Selma" sets out to tell
the true story of what happened in our
country 50 years ago, and what you see
may make you sick to your stomach.
Interestingly, one ofthe relationships
that get the most attention during the
course of the movie is that of King and
Johnson. The audience sees the political
side of what was taking place as King
and Johnson negotiate legalities. The
film does a good job of showing that
King not only had passion, but he also
had intelligence and tact.
The powerful soundtrack, the majority
of the songs recorded in the 1960s, completes the feeling of reality. Add actual
footage ofthe march from 1965, and it's
hard to remember you are sitting in the
theater, and not in Selma, Ala., looking
Martin Luther King, Jr. in the face as
he stands up to say enough is enough.

